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Basic hedging
Does your company do business internationally?  
Companies that maintain business relationships with 
foreign business partners are exposed to the risk of  
fluctuating exchange rates. These fluctuations can 
significantly reduce the margin on the operating busi-
ness of importers and exporters.

Hedging is a key element of active currency manage-
ment. Your foreign exchange risk can be reduced 
through the strategic use of hedging strategies. Howev-
er, in a market environment with low interest rates and 
increasing volatility, there are also interesting investment 
opportunities in the foreign exchange market.

We provide you with the right solution for every situation.

Selection of one or more suitable
hedging strategies:

C: Your hedging components:
 ȷ Basic hedging

 ȷ Advanced hedging

 ȷ Outperformance strategies

D: Market environment and 
  your market expectations 
Selection of suitable hedging strategy
within the chosen categories that is most
appropriate in the market environment
and/or best represents your market
expectations.

Definition of ideal hedging strategy
based on the following criteria:

A: Your risk profile: Cash-flow analysis
 ȷ Net cash flows in foreign currencies

 ȷ Analysis of hedging timelines

B: Your hedging profile:
 ȷ Internal company regulations for FX 

hedging

 ȷ Risk/return profile for FX hedging

 ȷ Budget rate to be complied with

 ȷ Should it qualify for hedge accounting 
under IAS 39?

Overview of hedging components:

Basic hedging:
Guaranteed hedging rate close to the
forward rate; moderate participation
potential

Advanced hedging:
Guaranteed hedging rate with enhanced
participation potential or leverage

Outperformance strategies:
Better rate than the forward rate, but no
guaranteed hedging rate

Successful currency  
management
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Forward transactions (example for a buyer)
Irrevocable agreement on the forward exchange
rate at trade date. A premium or discount on
the spot exchange rate will result based on the
interest rate differential. The forward transaction is 
frequently used as a reference in order to assess 
the return and risk of structured hedging solutions.

Advantages:

 ȷ Fixed hedging at forward rate 
Disadvantages:

 ȷ Not possible to participate in favorable market 
developments

Risk reversal (example for a buyer)
Fixed hedging at the upper strike (slightly above
the forward rate) with a range in order to benefit
from favorable market developments to the
lower strike.

Advantages:
 ȷ Premium-neutral, simply structured hedging

 ȷ Participation to the lower strike level 

Disadvantages:
 ȷ Limited participation

Knock into forward (example for a buyer)
Fixed hedging at the strike (slightly above the
forward rate) with a bandwidth in order to benefit
from favorable market developments to the
barrier. If the barrier is reached or exceeded, the
client must buy at the strike price.

Advantages:
 ȷ Greater participation potential than with risk 

reversal, premium-neutral hedging

Disadvantages:
 ȷ Constant monitoring of the barrier; if the price 

drops too far and the barrier is reached, the 
purchase is made at the strike price

Forward rate
Forward rate Forward rateUpper strike

Lower strike
Strike
Barrier

Basic hedging (example for a buyer)

Forward transactions (example for a seller)
Irrevocable agreement on the forward exchange
rate at trade date. A premium or discount on
the spot exchange rate will result based on the
interest rate differential. The forward transaction is 
frequently used as a reference in order to assess 
the return and risk of structured hedging solutions.

Advantages:
 ȷ Fixed hedging at forward rate

Disadvantages:
 ȷ Not possible to participate in favorable market 

developments

Risk reversal (example for a seller)
Fixed hedging at the lower strike (slightly below
the forward rate) with a range in order to benefit
from favorable market developments to the
upper strike.

Advantages:
 ȷ Premium-neutral, simply structured hedging

 ȷ Participation to the upper strike level

Disadvantages:
 ȷ Limited participation

Knock into forward (example for a seller)
Guaranteed hedge at the strike (slightly below
the forward rate) with a range in order to benefit
from favorable market developments up to the
barrier. If the barrier is reached or exceeded, the
client must sell at the strike price.

Advantages:
 ȷ Greater participation potential than with risk 

reversal, premium-neutral hedging

Disadvantages:
 ȷ Constant monitoring of the barrier; if the price 

rises too far and the barrier is reached, the sale is 
made at the strike price

Basic hedging (example for a seller)

Forward rate
Forward rate Forward rateUpper strike

Lower strike
Strike
Barrier

For illustrative purposes only.
Source: Credit Suisse
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Contact Us
Your advisor will be happy to arrange a personal consultation.
Give us a call at: 0800 88 88 71*
From abroad: +41 31 358 64 90*
Mon. – Fri., 8:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.
You can also find additional information on our internet page:
credit-suisse.com/fx

* Telephone calls may be recorded.

The information provided herein constitutes marketing material. It is not investment advice or otherwise based on a consideration of the personal circumstances of the 
addressee nor is it the result of objective or independent research. The information provided herein is not legally binding and it does not constitute an offer or invitation 
to enter into any type of financial transaction. The information provided herein was produced by Credit Suisse Group AG and/or its affiliates (hereafter «CS») with the 
greatest of care and to the best of its knowledge and belief. The information and views expressed herein are those of CS at the time of writing and are subject to 
change at any time without notice. They are derived from sources believed to be reliable. CS provides no guarantee with regard to the content and completeness of the 
information and where legally possible does not accept any liability for losses that might arise from making use of the information. If nothing is indicated to the contrary, 
all figures are unaudited. The information provided herein is for the exclusive use of the recipient. Neither this information nor any copy thereof may be sent, taken into 
or distributed in the United States or to any U. S. person (within the meaning of Regulation S under the US Securities Act of 1933, as amended). It may not be 
reproduced, neither in part nor in full, without the written permission of CS.  Investments in foreign currencies involve the additional risk that the foreign currency might 
lose value against the investor›s reference currency. Over-the-counter (“OTC”) transactions are complex derivative products that are not standardized and not 
securitized. They are negotiated and traded off-exchange. OTC transactions are not settled via a clearing house and have no secondary market. OTC transactions may 
involve a high degree of risk. They are intended only for investors who understand and are capable of assuming all risks involved. The value of the products depends 
on the development of the value of the underlying asset and the creditworthiness of the parties, which may change over the lifetime of the products. A CS company 
may be involved in other transactions related to any underlying of the above products; such possible transactions are not disclosed herein. The binding terms of any 
transaction will be set forth in the specific OTC contracts and confirmations. You may ask your relationship manager to provide you with any additional information 
regarding these products (e.g., full terms).
Copyright © 2021 Credit Suisse Group AG and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. 
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